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Abstract
structure break is a famous features in stock market data that gain consideration from many kind of researchers.
Generally, it occurs because of unexpected variations in the strategy of the government. Recently, wavelet method
(WT) is more popular in the stock market data analysis since it has significant benefits than the other traditional
methods. In this research paper, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based on Daubechies model will be used
to capture the structure break in Amman stocks market /Jordan (ASE) using dataset from 2010 until 2018.
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1. Introduction
Recently, many kind of researchers have concentrated on detecting the main features in stock market data. On
these features is the structure break. this feature is very important since there are observed behaviors that arise in
stock market data. Also, the scholars confidence to make deep understanding about the probable development in
the future.
(Sarkar, 2003) was highlighted the concept of structure break detections, (Banerjee, & Urga, 2005) improving and
initializing some models to detecting the structure breaks for long memory volatility data. structural break was
defined as the performance of the series that might change during a specific period of time before reverting back
to its original behavior. There are some assumption in economic reveal that the relationship changes over time
some of these sudden changes have been explained using some of tradition models as regression models for more
details (Hackl, 2013).
Now, in this research paper we will detect the possible available structural breaks in ASE from the mentioned
period of time based on WT specially Daubechies wavelet method since this method is restricted in both time and
frequency domains for more details refer to (Alfaouri, & Daqrouq ,2008; Wang, & Simoncelli, 2005; Gençay, et.
Al., 2001; Daubechies, 1992; Chui, 2016).
This article is organized as: after the introduction then in section 2 the mathematical model will be presented. Then
the methodology, results and discussion will be presented in section 3 then finally, the conclusion is in section 4.
2. Wavelet Transform
It is well known that WT is generated from Fourier transform (FT). Therefore, WT and FT will be drawn under
the sine and cosine models. WT is a function that focus on time and space and satisfy the following assumption
(Anvary, et al., 2012):
∞

Cϕ = 
0

ϕ( f )
f

df < ∞

(1)

ϕ ( f ) is the FT function.
WT is a very famous model in mathematical theory which has many applications in various fields such as signal
processing, finance and engineering. This model was modified to solve some problem which related to FT model
specially with the data focus on time-space domain and also non- stationary data. Generally, father and mother
wavelet are the most important components in the WT' s processes since father WT generate the approximation
coefficients (has the important features in the dataset) while mother WT introduce the detailed coefficients. Father
and mother WT will be represented in the following equation respectively with j=1, ..., J in the J-level wavelet
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decomposition: (Ramsey, 1999; Yogo, 2008)

φ j , k = 2− j /2 φ (t − 2 j k / 2 j )
ϕ j , k = 2− j /2 ϕ (t − 2 j k / 2 j )

(2)

J:maximum scale sustainable by the number of data points. Moreover, father wavelets and mother wavelets should
satisfy the following conditions:

 φ (t )dt = 1

and  ϕ (t ) dt = 0

(3)

If f(t) is a Time series data, then it can be represented by WT using father and mother WT as k = {0, 1, 2,. . .} and
by{S}=2j, {j=1,2,3,. . .J} and the transformed data can be generated using the following equation (Ramsey, 1999;
Yogo, 2008):

Sj , k =  φ j , k f (t ) dt , dj , k =  ϕ j , k f (t ) dt ,

F (t ) =  Sj, kφ j , k (t ) +  dj, kϕ j, k (t ) +  dj − 1, kϕ j − 1, k (t ) + ... +  d1, kϕ1, k (t )
Sj (t ) =  Sj , kφ j , k (t )

Dj (t ) =  dj , kϕ j , k (t )

(4)
(5)

(6)

Sj (t ) and Dj (t ) are generating the smooth and details coefficients respectively (Ramsey, 1999; Yogo, 2008).
3. Methodology, Results and Discussion
The methodology of this article can be summarized as:
1.

The researchers are giving some description statistics for the dataset used in this paper.

2.

The dataset will be decomposed using WT in order to detect the structure change.

3.

Finally, the structured breaks will be detected for the data used which are daily from ASE from 2010 to
2018 using about 2000 observations.

Table 1. Statistical analysis using WT

Table 1 shows the basic statistical values needs. Therefore, there are very high variation in the dataset used since
the range about 1794 also the standard deviation is 419.2 which means that s very fluctuated then these fluctuated.
Now, the transformed data using Daubechies function will be displayed in Figure 1 which shows the stock market
data decomposed. Also the fluctuations and the main features will be shown. From Figure 1 the decomposed data
are generated from details d1 until d7.
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Figure 1. Decomposing Dataset using DWT
From Figure 1 the data set has transformed until d7 so we have 7 details coefficients (these levels are used to detect
the main features such as structure break ) and a1 which refers to the approximation coefficients (this level contains
the most important features of the data used). Therefore, the time series X=a1+d1+d2+d3+d4+d5+d6+d7. It would
be noticeable d6 the best details coefficient line for detecting the structural breaks. It is noticeable that the high
fluctuations (structural breaks) around the values 5; 10; 200-220; 600-620; 1000; 1300-1400. These values
represent the years: 2010, 2012, 2015. These fluctuations are happened for many reasons such as: Syrian war,
some of the policy from Jordanian's government specially after the financial crisis 2009, Commercial facilities for
the investments and Tax exemptions and the establishment of new free zones.
4. Conclusion
Recently, structural break detections in stock market data have employed a main target for the researchers in the
financial time series field. In this paper, we discussed one of the most famous spectral analysis method in order to
detect the occurrences of the of structure breaks in Amman stocks market (AES). wavelet transform (WT) is the
mathematical model has been used doing this task.
It is well known for the researchers, Fourier transform is traditional model and is unable to detect the fluctuations
from Non- stationary data specially stock market data since this model is localized in frequency domain only
without any consideration for time domain. The dataset from the year 2010 -2018 has been collected (around 2000
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observations) then the data has been decomposed using WT. Therefore, as a result, the most important featured is
detected and DW is a perfect model to capture the structure break events in content of stock market data.
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